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Once you’ve decided you that 
you want to be a Wiccan, you 
cannot begin your journey 
without first learning about 
the path and craft. There is 
nothing automatic about being 
a Wiccan. And the best way to 
learn about it is to do a lot of 
reading! Sure, there are a lot 
of articles you can find online. 
But if you want to dig deeper, 
you should also learn from 
Wiccan books.

While there is no shortage of 
Wiccan books, you have to be 
very discerning when it comes 
to the books you read as an 
introduction to Wicca. Luckily, 
the most remarkable Wiccans, 
the scholars, and even the 
Father of Wicca himself, have 
written books to help future 
Wiccans learn about the histo-
ry of Wicca, what Wicca really 
is, know what magick is and 
how to use it, how to get start-
ed on the Wiccan path, etc. 

Here are just 4 books to give 
you a good understanding of 
Wicca and get you started  on 
your Wiccan path.  



THE MEANING OF
WITCHCRAFT

GERALD GARDNER

Gerald Gardner, the Father of 
Modern Witchcraft, authored 
many books on Wicca and 
Witchcraft. The “Meaning of 
Witchcraft” teaches you to 
find the meaning of witchcraft 
outside the context of religious 
theories. This was the very first 
book written from the point 
of view of a witch, and it was 
published in 1959, just after the 
witchcraft laws were repealed. 
It is considered to be Gerald 

Gardner’s “groundbreaking 
work.” It teaches you the mean-
ing of witchcraft without the 
use of religious contexts like  
“God” or “Satan.” It explains 
witchcraft by appealing to the 
collective unconscious.

Here are some of the things 
you’ll find in the book:

- The history of witchcraft
- Witch’s Memories and Beliefs

- What witchcraft is; 
what witchcraft isn’t

- The Signs and Symbols of 
witchcraft



WICCA: A GUIDE FOR THE 
SOLITARY PRACTITIONER

SCOTT CUNNINGHAM

This is Cunningham’s classic 
introduction to Wicca and 
teaches you how to live life 
magically, spiritually, and 
one with nature. It teach-
es you how to cultivate a 
wholesome relationship with 
Nature, the Earth, and the 
God and Goddess, which 
is really what Wicca is all 
about.

This book also includes Scott 
Cunningham’s own Book 
of Shadows, containing his 
spells, prayers, and herb,-
gem, and candle correspon-
dences.

Here are some of the things 
this book teaches you:

- The roots of Wicca
- God and Goddess mythology

- How to cultivate a 
relationship with Nature

- What magick is and how it works
- Herb,Gem, and Candle 

correspondences
- Prayers and spells 

you can use



LIVING WICCA

SCOTT CUNNINGHAM

Living Wicca is best read after 
reading "Wicca: A guide for 
the solitary practitioner by 
Scott Cunningham." This is the 
second step for the beginner 
in the craft. This book focus-
es on how you can carve out 
your own path, because the 
thing with Wicca is, it is a very 
personal journey that you can 
customize according to your 
beliefs, especially for the soli-

tary practitioner.

Here are some of the things 
you can find in the book:

- Help you create your own tradition
- Help you develop a relationship 

with the God/Goddess
- Help you perform self-initiation

- Help you create your Book of 
Shadows

- Explain Wiccan rules and laws

- Make your own rituals



COMPLETE BOOK OF WITCH-
CRAFT (SECOND EDITION)

RAYMOND BUCKLAND

Buckland's Complete Book of 
Witchcraft from The Moon-
light Shop

Raymond Buckland's Com-
plete Book of Witchcraft is one 
of modern Wicca’s most rec-
ommended books. This is for 
the beginner who likes a more 
step-by-step and traditional 

manner of learning Wicca. 
This book reads like a course-
work with its illustrations, 
photographs, and exams at the 
end of every chapter. So if you 
choose this book, you better 
be serious about learning the 
craft.

You will learn the following:

- History of Wicca
- Sabbats and Lore

- Rituals and Spellwork
- Divination and Channeling

Dreamwork
- Healing and Herbalism



When it comes to starting out, 
do not limit yourself to just 
one author. There are many 
great Wiccan authors out 
there. And the more you read 
works from different authors 
and traditions, the easier to 
find what you wish to adapt 
in your practice until you find 
a sweet spot where you have 
taken from different traditions 
and types and made a spiritual 
path that is truly yours.

There are times that call for 
new spells, whether it’s because 
the last spell you casted was 
not as powerful as you hoped, 
or maybe you’re in a new situa-
tion that calls for a new spell.

The truth is, you can actually 
cast your very own spell, you 
only need to express your in-
tention to the Divine.

But listen up, what you’ll find 
below are spells that WERE SO 
GOOD and SO EFFECTIVE 
that witches had to write them 
down. The books explain what 
you need (candles, crystals, 
herbs) and what to do to make 
the spells a success.

Here are 4 books that will add 
more spells to your arsenal and 
teach you how to utilize crys-
tals and candles in your spells 
so that your intention, com-
bined with the natural forces, 
will turn into a reality.



ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
CRYSTAL, GEM, AND 
METAL MAGIC

SCOTT CUNNINGHAM
This is THE book for witches who want to delve into 
mineral magick. Scott Cunningham, will take you 
on a detailed and thorough introduction to all the 
crystals, gems, and metals, leaving out the mundane 
details that will just bore you!

In true Scott Cunningham style, he is very straight-
forward, making it easy for you to understand 
everything.

Here you will learn:

the secrets of over 100 crystals, gems, and metals!
the history and folklore surrounding each mineral

the deities that each mineral represents
the magickal properties of each crystal, gem, and metal

the magickal uses for each crystal, gem, and metal

As far as reference books go, this is one SOLID 
choice if you are serious about learning crystal, gem, 
and metal magick. Many years after, and many crys-
tal books after, you will still go back to this amazing 
and informative reference book.

1001 SPELLS FOR 
EVERY PURPOSE

CASSANDRA EASON 
The 1,001 Spells For Every Purpose by Cassandra 
Eason has an easy spell for almost anything you can 
think of. It is one big collection of spells, with 20 sec-
tions, each containing 50 spells each. And it doesn't 
stop there, it also contains information on how to use 
colors, fragrances, crystals, and the different moon 
phases for stronger and more powerful spells.

You can build on the easy spells found in this book 
and make them your own.

THIS BOOK CONTAINS SPELLS FOR:

Travel 
Safety
Protection
Justice

Money and Wealth
Fertility
Love
Career

With this spell book, you can SAVE on having to buy 
more spell books just so you have a spell to use for for 
every occasion and situation. Don’t waste time col-
lecting 40 or so spell books that pretty much contain 
the same information, when this book has them all!



The Goodly Spell Book is a spell book created by 
two practicing witches. They worked together to 
provide us with a thorough and definitive guide to 
spells of healing, protection, and attraction spells to 
spells for discernment, repulsion, concealing, and 
so much more! 

This book has illustrations and diagrams, making it 
easier for you to map out spells in your mind.

This book contains:

- the principles and philosophy of spell casting
- recipes for charms to solve common

contemporary problems
- an in-depth understanding of what's
behind the spells and why they work

And lessons on: 

Geomancy   Elemental Scrying
Mystic Dance  Drumming
Kitchen Witchery

The book is a book of spells… AND MORE! All 
witches: Novice, Advanced witch, Solitary, 
Coven-witch, will learn a lot from this book. It 
should be renamed to “A Book That Explains 
Everything!”

THE GOODLY 
SPELLBOOK

LADY PASSION
Advanced Candle Magick by Raymond Buckland is 
for the experienced Wicca practitioner who is ready 
for the next level in the art of candle magick.

This book contains more advanced and detailed 
candle magick rituals and spells you can use to 
help you work through your daily life and per-
sonal problems to DIRECT FORCES and MAKE 
THINGS HAPPEN.

Raymond Buckland makes it easy for you to un-
derstand. This book focuses on candle burning 
magick: how you can perform it safely and effec-
tively. It contains step-by-step instructions of more 
advanced rituals, and a good introduction to High 
Magick.

This book contains:

Sample rituals and step-by-step directions
Diagrams
Color Correspondences
Substitution charts
Incantations
Moon phases
How to make your own candles
This candle book is useful, detailed and easy to understand 
book on candle magick on the market today by one of the 
greatest teachers in Wicca.

ADVANCED CANDLE 
MAGICK

RAYMOND BUCKLAND




